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an important extent, however, scientific conceptions of emotion and person are rooted in American ethnopsychological themes (LeVine 1980; Lutz
1981a) and everyday uses of emo- tion language (Kagan 1978) Examination of the use of emotion words among several Oceanic peoples, including
Samoans (Cerber 1975) Pintupi Aborigines (Myers 1979), and
Affect and the Research Agenda, or: K-Vexing about the ...
COMMENTARIES Problems Within the Cognitive-Mediational Framework The first two problems Lazarus raises engage the issue of unconscious
appraising (what we would call
Cognitive Emotion Regulation 1 - Semantic Scholar
Cognitive Emotion Regulation 3 The Nature of Emotion and Emotion Regulation Lay Conceptions In the movie/musical Chicago, jazz singer Velma
Kelly unexpectedly discovers her sister and her husband making love in her dressing room The amorous pair are later found shot to death and Velma
is caught literally red handed, with blood on her hands
NAIVE THEORIES OF THE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE: JEALOUSY …
M Fernandez Dols, A S R Manstead e J C Wellenkamp (a cura di), Everyday Conceptions of Emotion: An Introduction to the Psychology, Anthropology
and Linguistics of Emotion,
A Different View of Anger: The Cognitive-Neoassociation ...
cal literature are quite similar to the everyday under-standing of this emotion It is now generally agreed [eg,see Stemmler,2010] thatanger is afairly
speciﬁc syndrome (or network the conventional conceptions basically regard anger as an inclination to commit aggression produced by the violation
of an “accepted social norm,” in
Pancultural Nostalgia: Prototypical Conceptions Across ...
lay conceptions in the UK and USA dovetail with the schol-arly view that nostalgia is an emotion If other self-conscious emotions are universal,
nostalgia should be also Second, nostalgia is prevalent in everyday life across cul-tures The majority of UK undergraduates and adults aged
The Ordinal Nature of Emotions - Georgios N. Yannakakis
The Ordinal Nature of Emotions Georgios N Yannakakis University of Malta georgiosyannakakis@umedumt Roddy Cowie Queen’s University, Belfast
rcowie@qubacuk Carlos Busso The University of Texas at Dallas busso@utdallasedu Abstract—Representing computationally everyday emotional
states is a challenging task and, arguably, one of the
NNA IERZBICKA - RedIRIS
emotion is an hereditary 'pattern-reaction' involving profound changes of the bodily mechanisms as a whole, but particularly of the visceral and
glandular systems" in everyday conceptions -but at the same time they reject this distinction at a theoretical level! 12
Theorizing emotional capital - UvA
activated and embodied in everyday emotion practice Keywords BourdieuCarework EmotionmanagementGenderresources Socialization
Socialpractice Under-theorized but increasingly utilized in the sociology of emotion, education, and occupations, the concept of emotional capital
holds promise for furthering emotion
Changing faces: nurses as emotional jugglers
conceptions of an occupation requiring extensive emotion work is nursing Various studies highlight the importance of a nurse’s ability to manage
emotion and to present the desired demeanour in a number of health care settings Dent et al (1991) examine the labour process implications of a
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Effects of Emotional Valence and Arousal on Recollective ...
Effects of Emotional Valence and Arousal on Recollective and Nonrecollective Recall Carlos F A Gomes and Charles J Brainerd Cornell University
dual-process conceptions have been invoked to explain emotion’s effects on episodic memory ber 11 were compared with their recollections of
everyday …
Emotion, Thought, and Estrangement: Emotion as a Cultural ...
The importance of the concept of emotion to Western thinking about self, consciousness, and society is evidenced by the dense network of cultural
theories or assumptions that participate in everyday understanding and use of the word "emotion" and of the terms for …
The impact of children’s everyday learning on teaching and ...
These are: Cultural, Relationships, Identity, Strategy, Purpose and Affect/Emotion (CRISPA) Through an understanding of the dimensions of the
CRISPA framework, children and teachers can talk about learning, and assess learning in broader, richer terms Children’s conceptions of informal
and everyday learning ranged with some children
Emotion Review Co-edited by Lisa Barrett Feldman and James ...
Everyday conceptions of emotion: An introduction to the psychology, anthropology, and linguistics of emotion Emotion regulation when one or both
partners smoke Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 116(4), 848-853 Sundararajan, L (2008)
4th International and Interdisciplinary Conference on ...
geographies of everyday human-animal encounters remain unexplored This session draws inspiration from onna Haraway ïs, When Species Meet
(2007) For Haraway, species of all kinds, living or not, are consequent on a subject- and object-shaping dance of encounters ï Whether it is in the
home, field, factory or zoo, these shared experiences
Early adolescents' emotional perceptions and engagement ...
popular music activities in everyday life Sandra L Bosackia* and Susan A O’Neillb aBrock University, St Catharines, ON, Althoughan indepthexplorationof theories of gender, emotion and popular music culture is beyond the scope of this article, complex conceptions of culture have
emerged that promote a balanced account of
Affect and the Research Agenda, or: K-vexing About the ...
COMMENTARIES individual difference In T Field & N Fox (Eds), Social per- ception of infants Norwood, NJ: Ablex Fiske, A P (1991) Making up
society: The four
ÖZGEÇMİŞ (YÖK) 1. Adı Soyadı: Şeyda Türk Smith
Everyday Conceptions of Emotion: An Introduction to Psychology, Anthropology and Linguistics of Emotion (pp 103-119) Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Dordrecht, Netherlands 74 Ulusal hakemli dergilerde yayınlanan makaleler 75 Ulusal bilimsel toplantılarda …
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